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Executive summary
The University of Oulu (UOULU) is one of the largest multi-disciplinary universities
in Finland. Its research covers a broad scope of scientific areas in 8 faculties:
• Faculty Of Biochemistry And Molecular Medicine (FBMM)
• Faculty Of Education (FEdu)
• Faculty Of Humanities (FHum)
• Faculty Of Medicine (FMed)
• Faculty Of Science (FSci)
• Faculty Of Technology (FTech)
• Faculty Of Information Technology And Electrical Engineering (ITEE)
• Oulu Business School (OBS).
In this report we present the results of a bibliometric analysis of the scientific
performance of the university. The output and impact of research is measured on the
basis of the data from the Web of Science (WoS). We considered articles, reviews
and proceedings papers. The results of an analysis for such a broad university
tend to be biased towards those faculties and fields with presumably more output
in journals and conferences and in which larger (co-authoring) teams are involved.
Therefore, we also report the results at the faculty level. In the diagram below, we
depict an overview of the results by faculty.
This overview shows that the performance of faculties is diverse. This may be
partly explained by the extent to which the used Web of Science database covers
the fields to which faculties belong (indicated by colour-coding). Another factor
is the context in which the research is executed. In some disciplines or fields, for
instance, the co-authoring teams are much larger than in others, which will lead to
more publication output (P[full], X-axis).
The normalised impact (MNCS, Y-axis) is around the world average for 4 of 8
faculties and well (around 30%) above for the others. For the reasons mentioned
these results should be considered separately per faculty and not be used as means
to compare them among each other.
www.cwtsbv.nl
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Overview output (P) and impact (MNCS) by faculty of University of Oulu
(2013–2017/2019))
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Overview share (international) co-authored output by faculty of University of Oulu
(2013–2017/2019))
Another perspective we used to evaluate the research performance is collaboration.
In almost all units we analysed, the share of output involving collaboration increases over time. The diagram above provides an overview in terms of the share of
output co-authored with other organisations and the share involving international
collaboration. In all 8 faculties, the majority of the output is done in collaboration with other organisations (X-axis), while half of the faculties publish more than
50% of their output with foreign organisations (Y-axis). Again, the context in which
the research is done will explain the differences. Research in those faculties with
a lower share of international co-authorship often has a more local, regional or
national character.

www.cwtsbv.nl
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List of indicators
P full The number of publications, full counting.
P fract The number of publications, fractionally counted. The fraction is determined
based on the number of co-authoring organisations.
IntCov, IC Internal coverage of the publications. The average percentage of references in publications that are contained within the Web of Science.
PP (OA) Proportion Open Access publication output, full counting.
PP (collab) Proportion of publication output, full counting, involving collaboration
(organisation co-authorship)
PP (intl collab) Proportion of publication output, full counting, involving international collaboration (co-authorship of organisations from more than one
country)
PP (industry) Proportion of publication output, full counting, involving (co-)authorship
with a company.
TCS The total citation score. This represents the weighted total number of citations
accumulated within the citation window.
MCS The mean citation score. This represents the weighted average number of
citations accumulated within the citation window. It equals TCS/P.
MNCS The mean normalised citation score. This represents the weighted average
of the normalised citation score, using fractional counting. The normalisation
is performed using a detailed publication classification system of CWTS,
consisting of about 4000 fields. The average MNCS in the entire database
is 1. Scores higher than 1 represent a citation impact that is higher than the
world average.
MNJS The mean normalised journal score. This represents the weighted average
of the normalised journal score. The normalised journal score for a publication represents the normalised citation score of all other publications (using
fractional counting) in the same journal that are published in the same year
and in the same field. The normalisation is performed using a detailed publication classification system of CWTS, consisting of about 4000 fields. The
average MNJS in the entire database is 1. Scores higher than 1 represent a
journal citation impact that is higher than the world average.
PP(top 10%) The proportion of publications (using fractional counting) that belong
to the top 10% of their field. The field is determined on the basis of a detailed
publication classification system of CWTS, consisting of about 4000 fields.
8
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It equals P(fract) in the top10% divided by P(fract). The PP(top 10%) in the
entire database is 0.10. A score above 0.10 represents impact that is higher
than the world average.
For more details about the normalised citation indicators, please refer to Waltman
et al. (2011a,b).

www.cwtsbv.nl
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1

Introduction
In this report we discuss the results of the bibliometric performance analysis we
executed for the University of Oulu (UOulu). The analyses are based on the publication data collected by the UOulu and matched with the CWTS publication
database, an enhanced version of the Web of Science core collection (WoS). The
results will be discussed for the entire university and by faculty. In other words,
we report on the following entities:
• University of Oulu (UOULU)
• Faculty Of Biochemistry And Molecular Medicine (FBMM)
• Faculty Of Education (FEdu)
• Faculty Of Humanities (FHum)
• Faculty Of Medicine (FMed)
• Faculty Of Science (FSci)
• Faculty Of Technology (FTech)
• Faculty Of Information Technology And Electrical Engineering (ITEE)
• Oulu Business School (OBS)

2

Summary data and method
In this section, we briefly describe the approach to data collection and the methods
used. Further relevant details about the methods and approach are given in the
Annexes.
The publication data for this study were collected by RAE bibliometric team of
the University of Oulu . At the level of each unit analysed unit, Web of Science
(WoS) publication identifiers (WoSIDs) were provided. CWTS checked the provided
data and linked it to its database dedicated to bibliometrics research evaluation
studies, containing publication and references from Science Citation Index (SCIE),
Social Science Citation Index (SSCI), Arts & Humanities Citation Index (AHCI) and
Conference Proceedings Citation Index (CPCI). This is the first time CWTS has
fully integrated proceedings in its performance study of a university.
It should be noted that in this report, we included proceedings papers into the
standard performance measurement. In past reports we were not able to include
them because of the lack of quality and standardisation of their bibliographic meta
data. recently, CWTS has upgraded its bibliometric data infrastructure integrating
the Conference Proceedings Citation Index.
10
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2.1 Indicators
Output indicators
The basic output measure regards the number of publications (P[full], i.e. full
counting). This indicator reflects the number of publications in which a unit was
involved as co-author. In addition, we provide the indicator P[fract] which assesses
a unit’s contribution to the output P[full]. Each individual publication is divided by
the number of organisations co-authoring. P[fract] is the sum of these fractions of
publications in which a unit is involved.
This study is based on publications covered by WoS. Hence, we do not necessarily
cover the entire output of a unit. We use the internal coverage (IntCov or IC)
indicator to assess the extent to which WoS represents the total output. This WoS
coverage of research output in which units are active varies greatly. Although
there is no absolute figure on this, we consider the internal coverage to be a good
proxy. If the IntCov is higher than 0.5 we estimate the majority of the output of
a unit represented in WoS. The internal coverage indicator measures the average
proportion of references being covered by WoS. If a publication has 10 references
and 6 of them are in WoS, the internal coverage of this publication is 0.6. Based
on the assumption that researchers primarily cite relevant material, we believe that
the average proportion of references covered by WoS is a good proxy for the WoS
coverage of the research in which a unit publishes.
Other indicators that characterise the output are the proportion of the output involving collaboration (PP[collab], where authors from more than one organisation
were involved) and international collaboration (PP[intl collab], where authors from
more than one country were involved).
We also introduce the proportion of publications published in (Green or Gold) Open
Access: PP[OA] as an indicator of contribution to open science (van Leeuwen et al.,
2018). In the next chapter on output, we introduce a few additional output indicators
to reflect the practices of research fields in which units publish. They characterise
sets of publications by the average number of co-authors ([Avg # Auth]) and coauthoring organisations ([Avg # Org]).

Impact indicators
The scientific impact of a unit’s output is measured by citations. We provide statistics on the total number of citations received (TCS), the average per publication
(MCS) and the normalised average (Mean Normalised Citation Score, MNCS). All
these indicators exclude author self-citations.
The citation impact as measured by MNCS is normalised by research area and
year. The research area to which a publication belongs is defined by a publicationwww.cwtsbv.nl
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level classification (for details, see B). In this classification each publication is in
a cluster (class) of similar publications. The similarity is defined by their citation
environment (cited and citing publications). This classification is more fine-grained
and is considered more accurate than a journal classification (c.f. Ruiz-Castillo and
Waltman (2015)). In a journal classification all publications from one journal are
in the same class. Similar journals are in the same class and journals may belong
to more than one class. We use this journal classification to characterise a unit’s
output in research profiles but not to normalise impact.
In addition, we provide the proportion of publications in the top 10% most cited
publications (within their research area and in the same year, PP[top10%]).
This indicator correlates strongly with the MNCS but is not sensitive to outliers.
The MNCS can sometimes be biased by one paper being cited many times. This
may particularly occur in cases where there are smaller numbers of papers. It
cannot be ignored, of course, but readers should be made aware of this. The
PP(top10%) is not influenced by this one paper, as it is ‘just’ one of the top 10%
or not. If the MNCS is much higher than the ‘matching’ PP(top10%), this is due to
such a skewed distribution and can thus be identified.
Finally, we also use an indicator measuring the impact of journals, the Mean Normalised Journal Score (MNJS). This indicator assesses the journals (aggregated)
used by the unit in terms of citation-based impact, using the same normalisation
as we use for measuring the unit’s impact (MNCS). As such, the MNJS does not
measure the (average) impact of a unit’s publications, but rather the impact of the
journals in which a unit publishes.

2.2 Counting method
As most publications are produced in collaboration with other organisations, we
should take this aspect into account when measuring impact. In 2015, Waltman
and van Eck (2015), showed that on average the more co-authoring organisations
are involved, the higher the impact. Co-authored papers benefit more from full
counting than other papers. To correct for this effect, a method of fractional counting of publications to measure impact was developed. We use this method for
impact scores but use full counting of publications for output scores (P[full]). In
the research profiles and detailed statistics, we also provide P[fract], reflecting the
quantity as measured by fractional counting. P[fract] for a publication is a fraction
of 1 that depends on the number of organisations involved in the publication. If
four different organisations are involved, this publication is counted as 0.25. For
impact measurement, we calculate all citations according to the set criteria, but the
contribution of this publication’s impact is divided by four (i.e. multiplied by 0.25).
12
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2.3 Unit profiles
Output
For each unit, we provide a research profile and a collaboration profile, which
characterise a unit’s output and impact in more detail. These profiles contain a
distribution (both output and impact) across output types. In the case of a research
profile, we distribute the output across over 250 journal categories of WoS (a.k.a.
the WoS journal classification). In Annex A, we provide a list of all WoS categories.
Journal classes provide a coarse structure of all sciences. By a distribution of a
unit’s output across these classes, we provide a broad overview of their activities and
focus. In each profile we include both P[full] and P[fract]. Moreover, if a publication
is in a journal that belongs to two categories, it is assigned to each category by
0.5.
For collaboration profiles, we classify publications by the (co-)authoring organisations. The different types of collaboration are: (1) single institute, in which only
the organisation under study is involved, (2) national collaboration for publications
with at least two different organisation co-author from the same country, and (3)
international collaboration for publications co-authored by organisations from at
least two countries.
Impact
In the profiles, the impact of individual publications is measured in the same way
as for the entire unit (PP[top10%], MNCS and MNJS normalised by research area
and year). This means that the impact is measured fractionally and aggregated by
category. In the research profile, we rank categories on the basis of full counting.
In this way we depict a unit’s focus by the number of publications in which it is
involved, while the impact is measured by the proportion to which it contributes,
hence consistent with the overall impact measurement.

www.cwtsbv.nl
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3

Output analyses
In this section, we discuss the output of the University of Oulu at large along three
dimensions. The first relates to the type of publications (covered by the CWTS
WoS database). The second characterises the overall output by faculty to describe
differences, which may be important to contribute to the interpretation. The third
part describes the sources in which the University of Oulu published its papers in
the studied period (2013–2017/2019), i.e. publications between 2013 and 2017 and
citation until 2019.

3.1 Document types
In this section we discuss the document types included in the study. For most fields
in science, a journal article and reviews are the key publications to communicate
research results and advances. For this reason, most bibliometric performance
studies are based on these types. It has often been argued, however, that for
certain fields (and, hence, faculties) an important part of the communication takes
place in conference proceedings. For those faculties we can show the importance of
proceedings as they will be included in the analyses. Books and book chapter are
in some fields important as well but are not covered consistently in WoS databases.
Another disclaimer should be made for outputs in languages other than English.
They are less well covered in WoS. In Table 1, we present the contribution of the
different types by faculty.
Table 1: Document types by faculty (2013–2017)
Faculty

Article

Proceedings Paper

Review

Total

FBMM
FEdu
FHum
FMed
FSci
FTech
ITEE
OBS

325
156
208
2,858
1,365
767
1,018
124

13
7
9
37
29
90
1,124
28

36
4
8
150
46
29
17
3

374
167
225
3,045
1,440
886
2,159
155

The above distribution across document types by faculty clearly shows the importance of proceedings papers for ITEE. Around 50% of the output is in conference
proceedings. For FTech and OBS, conferences are also important with a proportion over 10%. For the other faculties the volume of proceedings is relatively small.
Therefore, we exclude proceedings for those faculties with a proportion below 10%.
For the three mentioned, we include them in the analyses. For the analyses of
14
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the university at large, we include proceedings because overall the proportion of
proceedings papers is above 10%.

3.2 Output characterisation
To further characterise the output at the level of the units analysed, we count the
number of articles, proceedings papers and reviews in which units were involved,
as well as fractionalised (P[fract]). This information provides some background
material to account for measuring impact by means of fractional counting. In Table
2, we also provide statistics on the average number of co-authors as well as the
average number of co-authoring organisations per unit. These figures offer insight
into the large differences that exist between faculties and fields. Finally, we give an
estimation of the extent to which WoS covers each unit’s research. This estimation
involves a proxy for WoS coverage, measured by the internal coverage (IC) indicator.
Table 2: Output characteristics by faculty of the University of Oulu
Faculty

P[full]

P [fract]

IC

FBMM
FEdu
FHum
FMed
FSci
FTech
ITEE
OBS

374
167
225
3,045
1,440
886
2,159
155

140
97
131
796
612
491
1,228
85

0.95
0.52
0.47
0.90
0.80
0.73
0.63
0.57

Avg. # auth

Avg. # inst

9
4
6
20
12
5
5
6

4
3
4
11
5
2
2
4

PP [OA]
0.71
0.40
0.38
0.55
0.56
0.28
0.45
0.30

The overview shows large differences among the faculties. For instance, the number
of publications (P) varies among the units. Furthermore, the average number of
authors and institutes per publication shows large differences. Particularly, FMed
stands out with over 3,000 publications and on average 20 co-authors and 11 coauthoring organisations involved. The second faculty in terms of output is ITEE
with over 2,000 publications but with fewer co-authors and organisations involved (5
and 2, respectively). Some faculties with lower numbers of publications (e.g. FEdu,
FHum) publish on average with fewer co-authors, but there are also faculties (ITEE
and FTech) with many publications and low number of co-authors on average. It
should be noted, however, that even if we would normalise for such field specific
publication habits, the volume of output (full counting or not) is not a measure of
productivity, because we cannot assess the input, e.g. research Full Time Equivalent
(FTE) available.
Another dimension we need to mention here to describe the differences among
faculties, is the coverage/scope of Web of Science. There may be more output
www.cwtsbv.nl
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produced than articles, reviews in journals and conference proceedings papers.
A lot of relevant output may not be covered by WoS. We introduce the internal
coverage indicator to assess this per faculty. The IC in Table 2 indicates the
assessed coverage of research fields to which a unit belongs. The higher the IC,
the better the coverage. In this sense, particularly FBMM, FMed and FSci stand
out with over 80%. For FHum, FEdu and OBS the coverage is around 50%.
Finally, we present the proportion of output published in Open Access. These
regard publications both in fully OA journals, and in hybrid sources. The results
show that again there are large differences among faculties. FBMM stands out
with over 70%, while FTech has the smallest proportion in OA (28%). It should be
noted that the testing of OA availability was executed in 2020. It does not reflect
the immediate availability in OA. Publications from 2013 tagged as OA (in 2020)
may not yet have been published in OA in that year.
The UOULU communicated its strategy on open science in 2017:
University of Oulu is committed to promoting Open and Responsible
Science in its strategy.
Source: https://www.oulu.fi/university/node/44529
Hence, the results in this report should not be related to this strategic decision. The
results on OA in Table 2 can at most be used as a starting point/zero measurement
to commit to this strategy.

16
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3.3 Sources
In addition we listed the most often used journals and conference series by the
university at large. In the table we included the number of publications produced
by the university at large (P[full]) and the proportion of these published in OA. It
should be noted that this proportion cannot be calculated if the DOIs are missing
in WoS. In those cases we entered ’n/a’ in the table. Furthermore, we included key
indicators for the journal as a whole in the period 2013–2017: number of papers
(P), Internal coverage (IC) and impact (MNCS).
Table 3: Most often used sources by the University of Oulu (P[full] and PP [OA])
and their characteristics (P, IC, MNCS)
Source
PLOS ONE
Scientific Reports
Lecture Notes in Computer Science
Journal Of Geophysical Research - Space Physics
Astronomy & Astrophysics
Proceedings of Spie
IEEE Transactions on Wireless
Communications
Astrophysical Journal
Monthly Notices of The Royal
Astronomical Society
IEEE International Conference
on Communications
Nature Genetics
Annals of Medicine
International Symposium on
Medical Information And Communication Technology
Nature Communications
IEEE Global Communications
Conference
European Conference on Networks And Communications

P [full]

PP (OA)

P

IC

MNCS

179
88
80

1.00
1.00
0.53

132,074
62,485
66,627

0.88
0.93
0.54

0.94
1.19
1.12

69

0.70

3,832

0.94

1.08

69
58
45

1.00
0.28
0.58

8,934
76,917
2,873

0.92
0.72
0.76

1.11
0.88
1.58

44
42

0.95
1.00

14,740
15,449

0.93
0.93

1.20
1.01

40

n/a

5,326

0.60

1.67

38
38
38

0.95
0.08
n/a

997
363
209

0.97
0.93
0.50

7.06
0.97
0.83

35
31

1.00
0.25

15,459
4,523

0.95
0.62

3.04
1.04

30

n/a

144

0.49

0.86

In Table 3, we can discern two Open Access journals (PLOS ONS and Scientific
Reports) as the most prominent sources. Furthermore, in terms of output, we mention
www.cwtsbv.nl
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Lecture Notes in Computer Science as an important (hybrid) medium. In terms of
impact, Nature Genetics and Nature Communications stand out, with an impact of
over 7 times and 3 times world average, respectively.
In addition we depict the trend in terms of output for the most often used sources
in Figure 1. These numbers tend to fluctuate strongly from one year to the other,
but we also see a clear shift of (OA) output from PLOS ONE to Scientific Reports
in the most recent two years.

Figure 1: Trend University of Oulu output, across most often used sources

18
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Results
In this section, we discuss the results for the University of Oulu at large and its
faculties individually. At the level of the entire university, we include all document
types in the analyses, while for some faculties we excluded proceedings papers. If
proceedings cover less than 10% of a faculty’s total output, they were ignored. In
Section 3, we provide the background information on this.

4.1 University level analyses
The University of Oulu (UOULU) is one of the largest multi-disciplinary universities
in Finland. It covers the full scope of scientific areas in 8 faculties. We included the
following faculties in our report (acronyms used throughout the report are between
parentheses):
• Faculty Of Biochemistry And Molecular Medicine (FBMM)
• Faculty Of Education (FEdu)
• Faculty Of Humanities (FHum)
• Faculty Of Medicine (FMed)
• Faculty Of Science (FSci)
• Faculty Of Technology (FTech)
• Faculty Of Information Technology And Electrical Engineering (ITEE)
• Oulu Business School (OBS)
We found on the website of the university the following quotes, reflecting its mission
and strategy. We will try to connect the results to these statements if possible.
’The University of Oulu produces new knowledge for building a more
sustainable, healthier, and more intelligent world. We participate in
solving global challenges by combining multidisciplinary approaches,
high-quality research, and fruitful collaboration. Our research is toplevel in the world on our selected focus areas.’
’Our compact combination of a science and technology university provides an excellent basis for influential research. The eight faculties and
the research units in the University of Oulu form a strong science community, which makes it possible to do groundbreaking, multidisciplinary
research. We increase the effectiveness of our research by systematically developing international and national networks with our selected
partner universities and research institutes.’
www.cwtsbv.nl
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The main elements of the above relate to interdisciplinary, collaborative research,
both nationally and internationally combining science with technology.

Overall performance
In this section, we discuss the overall statistics for the university (as defined by the
8 faculties) including all WoS publications. In Table 4, we provide an overview of
the key performance indicators. Some of the results are also discussed in Section
3.
The total number of publications in which University of Oulu was involved between
2013 and 2017 is 8,293. We estimate this to be 77% of its total relevant research
output (Internal coverage: 0.77). Normalised by the contribution we estimate for
University of Oulu we assess the output to 3,495 (P[fract]). In other words many
publications are done in collaboration with other institutions. In fact, a share of
0.82 of the output involves co-authorship with others. A share of 0.52 involves international collaboration and 0.08 involves collaboration with an industrial partner.
These figures are common for a university with a broad profile such as University of
Oulu. they also relate strongly to its mission and strategy, particularly the national
and international collaboration and the co-authorship with industry.
The 8,293 publications by University of Oulu were cited over 110,000 times until
2019. On average that is 13.26 times.
Table 4: Performance indicators for University of Oulu at large
Indicator
P [full]
Internal coverage
P [fract]
PP [collab]
PP [intl collab]
PP [industry]
TCS
MCS
MNCS
PP [top10%]
MNJS

Score
8,293
0.77
3,495
0.82
0.56
0.08
110,057
13.26
1.23
0.12
1.16

The normalised impact scores (MNCS and PP[top10%]) show that University of
Oulu performs over 20% above world average. Moreover, the citation-based impact
of the journals in which the university publishes its articles is 16% above world
average (MNJS=1.16).
20
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Trend
For all unities in this report, we include overall statistics as well as trends. We
consider this an important part to evaluate development and advances.
Table 5: Univ of Oulu Performance trend
Indicator
P [full]
Internal coverage
P [fract]
PP [collab]
PP [intl collab]
PP [industry]
TCS
MCS
MNCS
PP [top10%]
MNJS

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

1,535
0.77
704
0.78
0.50
0.08
33,036
21.5
1.35
0.12
1.16

1,521
0.78
653
0.81
0.54
0.09
24,281
16.0
1.23
0.12
1.17

1,698
0.77
708
0.82
0.58
0.08
25,085
14.8
1.19
0.12
1.14

1,762
0.77
715
0.84
0.58
0.07
17,107
9.7
1.14
0.11
1.06

1,777
0.77
714
0.84
0.60
0.07
10,548
5.9
1.25
0.12
1.25

Figure 2: University of Oulu Trend output and impact
The statistics per year show a small increase in the number of publications in
which the university was involved, particularly in 2015. Normalised by the number
of co-authoring organisations, the output remains at the same level throughout
2013–2017. The share of publications in co-authored with other organisations
increases somewhat (from 0.78 to 0.84) and likewise the share of publications
involving foreign partners (0.5 to 0.6). The share of publications co-authored with
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industry fluctuates between 0.07 and 0.09.
The normalised citation-based impact by MNCS decreases somewhat from 2013
to 2016 and increase in the last year. Seen from the PP[top 10%] perspective,
the impact remains at the same level (0.12), which is 20% above expected (world
average). The impact level of the journals published in (MNJS) shows a minor dip
in 2016 and a revival in 2017.

Profiles

In addition to the general statistics, we created detailed profiles by distributing
the output and impact across collaboration types and subject categories. These
profiles provide more detail to link the general statistics to content and mission of
the university.

Figure 3: University of Oulu Collaboration profile (output and impact)

The collaboration profile of the University at large demonstrates a clear preference
for co-authorship with foreign organisations. This attests to the ambition of the
university to team-up both nationally and internationally. Moreover the higher
impact for the internal co-authored publications points to higher quality or at least
more impact.
22
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Figure 4: University of Oulu Research profile (output and impact)

The distribution of output (P) across subject categories (defined by journal sets)
demonstrates that the University of Oulu at large covers a broad variety of research
fields. The top of most prominent categories ranges from Electrical & Electronic
Engineering to Dentistry and from Astronomy & Astrophysics to Genetics & Heredity. The second column of bars reflects the output normalised by the number of
organisations involved in each publications and hence sheds light on the fieldspecific publication behavior. For instance, in Endocrinology & Metabolism the
average number of co-authors is much higher than in Information Science. Moreover, the P[fract] indicators reflects the influence these publications have on the
overall impact of a unit, while P[full] represents the output in which a unit was
www.cwtsbv.nl
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involved.
Looking at the impact figures, we see that in almost all categories the impact is
well above world average both by PP[top 10%] and MNCS. From the citation-based
impact perspective this, as well as the high MNJS overall, attests to the ambition of
the University of Oulu to be a high quality multidisciplinary (i.e. broad) university.
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4.2 Faculty level analyses
In the next subsection we will discuss the results for each faculty separately. Each
faculty will be introduced by a description we found on the website of UOULU in
English (https://www.oulu.fi/university/), or provided by UOULU. This introduction
sometimes provides information on the mission or goals of a faculty. In those cases
it provides us with a context in which we may be able to interpret the results.
As discussed in Section 3, there are 5 faculties (FBMM, FEdu, FHum, FMed and
FSci) for which we consider articles and reviews in journals only, while there are
3 (FTech, ITEE and OBS) for which we consider conference proceedings papers as
well.
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4.2.1

Faculty of Biochemistry and Molecular Medicine

The Faculty of Biochemistry and Molecular Medicine (FBMM) performs internationally significant research and delivers high-level undergraduate and postgraduate education in the fields of biochemistry and molecular medicine, and provides infrastructure and other expertise to local, national and international scientific
communities and to entrepreneurs in Finland and abroad. The faculty’s research
focus areas are: 1) Cell-extracellular matrix interactions, fibrosis and hypoxia, 2)
Protein and structural biology and drug development and 3) Cellular regulatory
and metabolic networks and associated diseases.

Table 6: FBMM Performance indicators
Indicator
P [full]
Internal coverage
P [fract]
PP [collab]
PP [intl collab]
PP [industry]
TCS
MCS
MNCS
PP [top10%]
MNJS

Article

Review

Overall

325
0.96
114
0.91
0.79
0.06
4,282
13.2
0.87
0.07
1.03

36
0.97
20
0.69
0.47
0.03
1,538
42.7
3.39
0.50
2.36

361
0.96
134
0.89
0.76
0.06
5,820
16.1
1.24
0.14
1.22

Researchers of FBMM were involved as co-author in 361 publications in the period
2013–2017, where 10% is reviews. The estimated WoS coverage of its output
is high (Internal coverage > 0.95). The scores to assess collaboration are high.
Almost 90% of the output involves co-authorship with other institutions, while in
3 out of 4, a foreign organisation is involved. This indicates that FBMM indeed
conducts internationally significant research. The impact as measured by MNCS
and PP[top10%] is well above world average (1.24 and 0.14), although this seems
to be primarily by the impact of its reviews. The impact of the journals in which
FBMM publishes is at the same level as the actual impact (MNJS: 1.22).
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Table 7: FBMM Performance trend
Indicator
P [full]
P [fract]
PP [collab]
PP [intl collab]
PP [industry]
MNCS
PP [top10%]
MNJS

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

54
23
0.89
0.69
0.02
1.23
0.21
1.23

74
27
0.89
0.74
0.04
0.84
0.04
0.88

76
27
0.92
0.84
0.05
1.25
0.14
1.18

77
30
0.83
0.70
0.09
1.25
0.14
1.21

80
27
0.93
0.79
0.08
1.65
0.16
1.62

Figure 5: FBMM Trend output and impact
The trend provides insight into the development of the faculty over a (relatively
short) period but may be used to identify aspects requiring more attention.
The number of publications increases from 54 in 2013 to 80 in 2017. The increase
particularly takes place in 2014. If we normalise the output by the number of
organisations involved, the production increases as well over time, albeit moderately. This indicates that FBMM researchers increase production by participating
in larger teams (i.e. more co-authoring organisations).
The share of international co-publications increases over time from around 0.7 to
0.8. It affirms the ambition of FBMM to operate internationally. We also see an
increase of publication output in collaboration with industry (PP [industry]) from
0.02 to 0.08, which may relate to the ambition to link up with the private sector.
The impact of FBMM fluctuates but increases particularly in the last three years.
This correlates almost perfectly with the impact of the journals in which FBMM
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publishes.
Profiles
In addition to the general statistics, we created detailed profiles by distributing the
output and impact across collaboration types and subject categories.

Figure 6: FBMM Collaboration profile (output and impact)
As shown above (Table 6), the great majority of FBMM output involves international
collaboration. The impact, however, is found primarily in national collaboration
output. This may partly be explained from the fact that reviews have so much
impact while they involve little international co-authorship.

Figure 7: FBMM Research profile (output and impact)
The research profile shows the obvious focus on research in the subject (journal)
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categories Biochemistry and Molecular Biology and Cell Biology while also many
publication appear in multidisciplinary journals (e.g. PLOS ONE and Scientific
Reports). The impact for FBMM is primarily in categories with fewer publications (Cell Biology, Oncology and Genetics & Heredity) than the top category
Biochemistry and Molecular Biology. Lower down the list with categories less
than 15 publications, the impact fluctuates and is obviously strongly influenced by
individual publications and therefore less robust.
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4.2.2

Faculty of Education

The multidisciplinary research of the Faculty of Education (FEdu) concerns learning and learning processes, use of advanced technology in education, teachers,
teaching and educational communities as well as the values, ideologies and societal contexts of education. The faculty develops teacher training, multidisciplinary
master’s programmes and continuous learning based on high-level research.

Table 8: FEdu Performance indicators
Indicator
P [full]
Internal coverage
P [fract]
PP [collab]
PP [intl collab]
PP [industry]
TCS
MCS
MNCS
PP [top10%]
MNJS

Article

Review

Overall

156
0.52
88
0.67
0.35
0.02
947
6.1
1.21
0.11
1.14

4
0.47
4
0.00
0.00
0.00
57
14.3
2.69
0.50
1.44

160
0.52
92
0.65
0.34
0.02
1,004
6.3
1.28
0.12
1.15

Researchers of FEdu were involved as co-author in 160 publications in the period
2013–2017; almost all are journal articles. The few review papers have little impact
on the overall results. The estimated WoS coverage of its output is moderate (Internal coverage is 0.52) which means that there maybe a substantial part published
not in journals.
Almost 65% of the output involves co-authorship with other institutions, while in
34% a foreign organisation is involved. This indicates that FEdu research is less
internationally oriented. The impact as measured by MNCS and PP[top10%] is
well above world average (1.28 and 0.12). The impact of the journals in which
FEdu publishes is at the same level as the actual impact (MNJS: 1.15).
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Table 9: FEdu Performance trend
Indicator
P [full]
P [fract]
PP [collab]
PP [intl collab]
PP [industry]
MNCS
PP [top10%]
MNJS

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

19
14
0.42
0.26
0.00
1.14
0.13
0.96

16
11
0.63
0.38
0.00
1.01
0.10
0.77

33
18
0.70
0.33
0.06
1.56
0.17
1.25

33
20
0.61
0.36
0.00
1.09
0.15
0.97

59
30
0.73
0.34
0.02
1.40
0.09
1.44

Figure 8: FEdu Trend Output and impact

The trend provides insight into the development of the faculty over a (relatively
short) period but may be used to identify aspects requiring attention. It should be
noted that the relatively small number of publications overall will make the trend
analysis less robust.
The number of publications increased from 19 in 2013 to 59 in 2017. If we normalise
the output by the number of organisations involved, the production increases in a
similar way over time.
The share of co-publications increases over time from around 0.4 to over 0.7. The
share of publication output in collaboration with industry (PP [industry]) is almost
zero.
The impact of FEdu fluctuates and correlates strongly with the impact of the journals
in which FEdu publishes.
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Profiles
In addition to the general statistics, we created detailed profiles by distributing the
output and impact across collaboration types and subject categories.

Figure 9: FEdu Collaboration profile (output and impact)
As shown here, the output is equally distributed across different types of collaboration. The impact, however, is found primarily in output involving international
collaboration.

Figure 10: FEdu Research profile (output and impact)
The research profile shows a clear output focus on the obvious subject category
Education & Educational Research. Half of the output is journals in this category.
The impact overall is similar to the mean in this category.
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4.2.3

Faculty of Humanities

The Faculty of Humanities (FHum) represents a wide range of disciplines (e.g.
History, Archeology, Cultural Anthropology, Languages and Literature, Information
Studies, Logopedics, Saami Studies). Research is focused on people, their activities
and interactions – especially in northern Europe. Of all the university’s focus areas,
especially Understanding Humans in Change is connected to research conducted
at the faculty. The cross-cutting theme in research is the Arctic.

Table 10: FHum Performance indicators
Indicator
P [full]
Internal coverage
P [fract]
PP [collab]
PP [intl collab]
PP [industry]
TCS
MCS
MNCS
PP [top10%]
MNJS

Article

Review

Overall

208
0.47
121
0.63
0.36
0.01
1,147
5.5
0.94
0.10
1.04

8
0.60
3
0.75
0.38
0.00
245
30.6
1.47
0.24
0.64

216
0.47
124
0.63
0.36
0.01
1,392
6.4
0.96
0.11
1.03

FHum researchers were involved in 216 WoS publications, almost all of them being
journal articles. The estimated WoS coverage of relevant output is just below 50%.
This means that a substantial part or relevant output is not in (WoS) journals.
Almost 2 out of 3 publications are co-authored with other organisations, while a
little over one third involve international collaboration. With almost 1,400 citations,
the impact of FHum is what one may expect. Both MNCS and PP[top10%] are
around world average (0.96 and 0.11).
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Table 11: FHum Performance trend
Indicator
P [full]
P [fract]
PP [collab]
PP [intl collab]
PP [industry]
MNCS
PP [top10%]
MNJS

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

25
15
0.64
0.36
0.00
0.92
0.05
0.92

43
25
0.65
0.30
0.02
1.03
0.11
1.29

35
22
0.57
0.34
0.00
1.18
0.14
0.95

60
35
0.62
0.38
0.00
0.89
0.10
0.94

53
27
0.68
0.38
0.04
0.82
0.12
1.02

Figure 11: FHum Trend Output and impact

The trend analyses show an increase of output, also normalised by the number of
co-authoring organisations involved. The impact fluctuates and seems to be slightly
decreasing. The MNJS remains at world average in the most recent three years.
Fluctuations and opposite development of MNCS and PP[top10%], e.g. in 2014 and
2015, are due to the small number of publications per year. The low estimated WoS
coverage and small numbers of publications per year makes it difficult to interpret
these results.

Profiles
In addition to the general statistics, we created detailed profiles by distributing the
output and impact across collaboration types and subject categories.
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Figure 12: FHum Collaboration profile (output and impact)
The output and impact is evenly distributed across collaboration types. None of
the three stands out significantly as compared with the others. The impact of journals (MNJS) with publications where FHum is the only authoring organisation, is
slightly higher than the impact of journals involving publications with co-authoring
organisations.

Figure 13: FHum Research profile (output and impact)
the mentioned wide range of disciplines in the programme of FHum is illustrated
by the distribution of output across subject categories. Subject categories with
more than 10 FHum publications have an impact around world average. Finally,
publications in multidisciplinary journals (primarily in PNAS) stand out in terms
of impact.
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4.2.4

Faculty of Medicine

The Faculty of Medicine (FMed) collaborates closely with Oulu University Hospital
offering a multidisciplinary environment for clinical, translational and health care
socioeconomic research. Its internationally renowned top-level research generates
greater understanding of factors affecting health and how this knowledge can be
translated into the benefit of lifelong health. The Northern Finland Birth cohorts,
a longitudinal research programme with data from over 20,000 individuals form a
strong basis for the multidisciplinary life-course research. FMed is part of the
digital health research and innovation network OuluHealth supporting the link
between research and business.
Table 12: FMed Performance indicators
Indicator

Article

Review

Overall

P [full]
Internal coverage
P [fract]
PP [collab]
PP [intl collab]
PP [industry]
TCS
MCS
MNCS
PP [top10%]
MNJS

2,858
0.90
727
0.95
0.53
0.09
58,012
20.3
1.33
0.11
1.07

150
0.89
49
0.89
0.53
0.06
3,797
25.3
2.01
0.35
1.47

3,008
0.90
776
0.95
0.53
0.09
61,809
20.6
1.37
0.12
1.10

The multidisciplinary research environment of FMed has resulted in more than
3,000 co-authored publications. The vast majority are research articles, while 5%
(150) of these are reviews. The estimated WoS coverage (internal coverage) is 0.9,
which means almost all relevant literature is covered by WoS. Furthermore, almost
all output is done in collaboration with other institutions, while a bit more than
half involves international collaboration. Moreover, almost 10% is co-authored with
industry.
The impact of FMed research as measured by citation is high. The research output
was cited over 60,000 times. With an MNCS of 1.37 the normalised impact is almost
at 40% above world average. The share of publications in the top 10%, is 0.12, i.e.
20% above world average. The difference between the PP[top 10%] and MNCS
compared with the world average, indicates that the distribution of citation over
publication is skewed. In other words, there are a few papers that received many
citations. Finally, the MNJS shows that FMed published its research (especially
reviews) in high impact journals. Overall the impact of these journals is 10% above
36
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world average.
Table 13: FMed Performance trend
Indicator
P [full]
P [fract]
PP [collab]
PP [intl collab]
PP [industry]
MNCS
PP [top10%]
MNJS

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

582
168
0.94
0.48
0.09
2.01
0.13
1.27

596
163
0.94
0.55
0.10
1.20
0.13
1.11

592
152
0.95
0.55
0.10
1.20
0.12
1.08

634
152
0.96
0.54
0.09
1.42
0.14
1.04

604
141
0.97
0.55
0.08
0.93
0.10
0.96

Figure 14: FMed Trend Output and impact

FMed researchers co-author a modestly increasing number of publications between
2013 and 2017, but normalised by the ’contribution’ (P[fract]), we discern a slight
decrease. This means FMed collaborates (co-authors) in larger teams. The proportion of collaborative output (both overall and internationally) remains at the same
level.
The impact as measured by citations fluctuates from one year to the next, with
a high peak in 2013 and a dip in 2017. The MNCS peak in 2013, while the
P[top 10%] remains relatively stable throughout, indicates that in this year a high
profile paper (with many citations) was published. The impact of journals in which
FMed publishes decreases over time. It is unclear whether FMed has changed the
strategy to publish its research other journals in or not.
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Profiles

In addition to the general statistics, we created detailed profiles by distributing the
output and impact across collaboration types and subject categories.

Figure 15: FMed Collaboration profile (output and impact)

The collaboration profile of FMed shows an interesting pattern. While the output involves almost exclusively co-authorship with other institutions, the impact is
particularly high for publications where only one organisation is involved. Further
investigation shows that the high impact papers are authored by one consortium,
in which FMed is a partner.
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Figure 16: FMed Research profile (output and impact)
The research profile shows a shows that FMed has a preference to publish it
research in Multi-disciplinary journals, in particular PLOS ONE and Scientific
Reports. Often this regards publications with many co-authors, because if we
normalise the output by ’contribution’ (P[fract]), Dentistry, Oral Surgery & Medicine
is the most prominent subject (journal) category. Furthermore, the distribution of
output across categories, shows a wide range of biomedical fields, which underlines
the multidisciplinary research of FMed. The impact (MNCS and PP[top 10%]) of
research in the most prominent categories is mainly around or slightly above world
average. Finally, the profile also points to (one or a few) highly cited publications
by the MNCS spike in Cardiac & Cardiovascular Diseases.
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4.2.5

Faculty of Science

The Faculty of Science strengthens internationally high-level, impactful basic research that requires long-term commitment and is the basis of the faculty’s education and co-operation with other fields. Research strengths are regional change
and people in a changing environment, Bayesian data analysis and mathematical
analysis, ecology and genetics, the Sun and the Earth’s near-space system, space
weather and climate change, galaxies and high-energy astrophysics, quantum and
molecular phenomena as well as computational and AI-based process modelling.
The education and doctoral training, based on strong basic research, strengthen
the students’ ability to think through the lens of natural science, preparing them
for a variety of international expert and education positions.

Table 14: FSci Performance indicators
Indicator

Article

Review

Overall

P [full]
Internal coverage
P [fract]
PP [collab]
PP [intl collab]
PP [industry]
TCS
MCS
MNCS
PP [top10%]
MNJS

1,365
0.80
579
0.84
0.65
0.04
11,746
8.6
0.96
0.09
1.02

46
0.82
17
0.85
0.76
0.07
1,972
42.9
4.40
0.33
3.56

1,411
0.81
596
0.84
0.66
0.04
13,718
9.7
1.07
0.10
1.09

FSci researchers were involved as co-authors in 1,411 publications. The vast majority of the output regards research articles in journals. Only a very minor number
(46) are published as review. The estimated WoS coverage of FSci’s research fields
is around 80%. The share of publications in collaboration with other institutions is
0.84, while 2 out of 3 publications involve international collaboration. On average
4% of the research output is co-authored with industry.
FSci’s publications received almost 14,000 citations, which means a normalised
impact at 7% above world average (MNCS: 1.07), while the proportion of top 10%
most highly cited publication is 0.10, i.e. at world average. The MNJS (1.09)
indicates a similar impact level of the journals in which FSci publishes.
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Table 15: FSci Performance trend
Indicator
P [full]
P [fract]
PP [collab]
PP [intl collab]
PP [industry]
MNCS
PP [top10%]
MNJS

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

263
121
0.82
0.60
0.04
1.32
0.13
1.15

263
117
0.80
0.61
0.04
1.03
0.11
1.12

289
114
0.88
0.70
0.04
0.99
0.10
1.06

291
123
0.83
0.64
0.05
0.91
0.07
0.98

305
121
0.87
0.72
0.01
1.07
0.08
1.14

Figure 17: FSci Trend Output and impact

Looking at the figures per year, we see that FSci increased its research output (P
[full]) somewhat, but mainly by collaborating in larger teams, as the normalised output indicator (P[fract]) remains at the same level throughout the period 2013–2017.
The output involving international collaboration increased from around 0.6 to 0.7.
The citation-based impact as well as the journal impact, is at the same level
throughout, with a small peak in 2013 and a small dip in 2016. The PP[top
10%] is above world average in 2013–2016 and just below in 2016–2017.

Profiles
In addition to the general statistics, we created detailed profiles by distributing the
output and impact across collaboration types and subject categories.
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Figure 18: FSci Collaboration profile (output and impact)
The collaboration profile shows a clear focus on international collaboration, but an
evenly distributed impact across types (MNCS). The PP[top10%], however, shows
much less impact for national collaboration output. This indicates there will be a
small number of publications co-authored with other Finnish institutions with many
citations, compensating the MNCS to just below world average. We could identify
two highly cited publications in applied mathematics and one in biology for this
type.

Figure 19: FSci Research profile (output and impact)
The research profile shows that FSci was involved most frequently in Astronomy
& Astrophysics publications, but if we normalise by the number of co-authoring
institutions, Ecology and Mathematics are important research fields. The latter
has the higher impact of the top 3 (both by MNCS and PP[top 10%]).
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4.2.6

Faculty of Technology

The Faculty of Technology (FTech) operates in the fields of Architecture, Chemistry, Civil and Construction Engineering, Environmental Engineering, Geosciences,
Industrial Engineering and Management, Mechanical Engineering, Mining Engineering and Mineral Processing, and Process Engineering. FTech is one of the
leading experts in sustainable utilisation of natural resources and in providing new
information on the use of technology to control climate change and promote sustainable development and well-being. Education and research are conducted in
close collaboration with national and international universities, research institutes,
companies and public sector organisations.
Table 16: FTech Performance indicators
Indicator
P [full]
Internal coverage
P [fract]
PP [collab]
PP [intl collab]
PP [industry]
TCS
MCS
MNCS
PP [top10%]
MNJS

Article

Proceedings Paper

Review

Overall

767
0.76
421
0.74
0.44
0.15
6,934
9.0
0.84
0.07
0.97

90
0.52
56
0.66
0.25
0.20
86
0.9
1.10
0.13
1.14

29
0.78
13
0.79
0.69
0.10
728
25.1
2.92
0.31
2.35

886
0.73
491
0.73
0.43
0.15
7,748
8.7
0.93
0.08
1.03

FTech researchers were involved as co-author in 886 publications between 2013
and 2017. A little over 10% (90) of the output was published as conference proceedings papers, while the vast majority was published as journal articles. The
estimated WoS coverage (internal coverage) of articles and reviews is almost 80%,
while for proceedings we estimate this at 52%. This means that there is still a substantial amount of relevant output for research published in proceedings that is not
covered by WoS. The estimated WoS coverage overall for FTech research is 74%.
We found that 3 out of 4 publications are co-authored with other organisations;
for proceedings this is somewhat less (2 out of 3). The share of output involving
international collaboration shows larger differences across publication types, with
0.44 for Articles, 0.69 for reviews and 0.25 for proceedings papers. Finally, we
found large shares of output co-authored with industry (0.15 overall). This affirms
the statement of this Faculty to collaborate intensively with the private sector.
The impact of FTech research as measured by citations is slightly below world
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average (MNCS: 0.93 and PP[top 10%]: 0.08). The fact that for proceedings papers
the normalised impact is above world average (MNCS: 1.10 and PP[top 10%]: 0.13)
affirms the relevance of this output type for this faculty. The impact of the journals
is slightly higher than the actual impact.

Table 17: FTech Performance trend
Indicator
P [full]
P [fract]
PP [collab]
PP [intl collab]
PP [industry]
MNCS
PP [top10%]
MNJS

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

178
103
0.71
0.39
0.17
0.94
0.10
1.05

163
91
0.74
0.38
0.21
0.92
0.09
1.03

176
100
0.71
0.42
0.15
0.97
0.09
1.06

190
103
0.75
0.45
0.12
0.84
0.08
0.91

179
94
0.77
0.48
0.12
0.96
0.06
1.11

Figure 20: FTech Trend Output and impact

The output production in which FTech was involved stays at the same level throughout, fluctuating between 160 and 190 publications per year. Normalised by the
number of co-authoring institutions the same picture emerges. The impact measured by MNCS is at the same level throughout with a minor dip in 2016. The
impact of FTech journals (MNJS) develops along the same lines.
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Profiles
In addition to the general statistics, we created detailed profiles by distributing the
output and impact across collaboration types and subject categories.

Figure 21: FTech Collaboration profile (output and impact)
With respect to the collaboration types, we found a preference for international
co-authorship. The impact as measured by MNCS and PP[top 10%] as well as
the MNJS is also the highest for this type. Only in this type of collaboration we
measured the impact to be above world average.

Figure 22: FTech Research profile (output and impact)
From the perspective of research subjects (subject categories), we found Metallurgy
& Metallurgic Engineering, Chemical Engineering, Materials Science General, Environmental Sciences and Paper & Wood to be most prominent at FTech. Publications in Materials Science Multidisciplinary (general) have the highest impact
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among these. Further down the list there are a couple of categories with high
impact but with very low numbers of publications.
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4.2.7

Faculty of Information Technology and Electrical Engineering

ITEE Faculty pioneers ICT technologies that shape the sustainable and secure digital future. The faculty’s world-class research targets core ICT areas of measuring,
electronics and materials, 5G and 6G wireless communications, artificial intelligence, systems, software and experiences. Multidisciplinary collaborations transfer
ITEE expertise to application domains. The education portfolio and learning support provided for its students from everywhere in the world complement the vision.
The faculty supports economic growth through contributions to ICT technologies.
A couple of these missions and strengths are affirmed by the bibliometric results.
Table 18: ITEE Performance indicators
Indicator

Article

Proceedings Paper

Review

Overall

P [full]
Internal coverage
P [fract]
PP [collab]
PP [intl collab]
PP [industry]
TCS
MCS
MNCS
PP [top10%]
MNJS

1,018
0.71
510
0.77
0.65
0.08
12,555
12.3
0.99
0.10
1.06

1,124
0.55
710
0.61
0.50
0.08
3,920
3.5
1.60
0.17
1.40

17
0.63
8
0.82
0.76
0.12
536
31.5
3.82
0.43
3.32

2,159
0.63
1,228
0.69
0.57
0.08
17,011
7.9
1.36
0.14
1.27

Besides in journals, ITEE research is published as conference proceedings (over
50% of the 2,159 publications). The (17) reviews cover a very small part of the
output (less than 1%). This clearly indicates that conference proceedings are a key
medium for communication. The estimated WoS (internal) coverage of proceedings
papers at 0.55 shows that for output and impact measurement, WoS is a reliable
source. This also applies to journal articles and reviews. Overall the internal
coverage is 0.63. The proportion of output co-authored with other institutions is
higher for articles (0.77) than for proceedings (0.61). A similar difference is found
for the proportion involving co-authorship with foreign organisations (0.65 vs. 0.50).
The overall share of publications co-authored with industry is 0.8, is at the same
level for both articles and proceedings papers.
Besides the volume of proceedings, indicating the relevance of proceedings papers
for ITEE, we also perceive the impact as a clear sign. While the MNCS shows ITEE
articles to be at world average (0.99), its proceedings are well above (1.6). The
PP[top 10%] shows a similar picture. The measured impact by MNJS demonstrates
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that ITEE publishes in higher impact journals and conference series.
Table 19: ITEE Performance trend
Indicator
P [full]
P [fract]
PP [collab]
PP [intl collab]
PP [industry]
MNCS
PP [top10%]
MNJS

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

365
238
0.57
0.45
0.07
1.17
0.14
1.16

356
212
0.65
0.53
0.09
1.57
0.15
1.37

469
263
0.70
0.57
0.07
1.29
0.12
1.23

461
245
0.75
0.63
0.08
1.24
0.13
1.16

508
270
0.73
0.62
0.10
1.55
0.17
1.43

Figure 23: ITEE Trend Output and impact
ITEE is involved in a an increasing number of publications (P[full]). Also normalised
by the contribution (P[fract]) we perceive an increase. This increase is also visible
for shares of co-authored publications and output involving international collaboration. The share of output co-authored with industry fluctuates from one year to the
next but seems to increase slightly over the years. The impact as measured by citations fluctuates between 1.15 and 1.6 for MNCS and 0.12 and 0.17 for PP[top10%].
The MNJS goes along with MNCS at a slightly lower level.
Profiles
In addition to the general statistics, we created detailed profiles by distributing the
output and impact across collaboration types and subject categories.
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Figure 24: ITEE Collaboration profile (output and impact)
The distribution of output across collaboration type attests to the importance of
international collaboration for ITEE. The impact (MNCS and PP[top 10%]) affirms
this.

Figure 25: ITEE Research profile (output and impact)
The research profile shows a clear focus on Electrical and Electronic Engineering
and Telecommunication. The preference for these subject categories is also reflected
in the impact measures. Somewhat lower down the list (fourth), the impact of
Computer Science, AI is worth mentioning. Both MNCS and PP[top 10%] were
measured over twice world average.
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4.2.8

Oulu Business School

The University of Oulu Business School offers extensive and high-quality accredited education in business and related subjects. Its best research is of the high
international standard. The School contributes especially to the development of
northern Finland and Europe in a constructive and research-based manner.

Table 20: OBS Performance indicators
Indicator
P [full]
Internal coverage
P [fract]
PP [collab]
PP [intl collab]
PP [industry]
TCS
MCS
MNCS
PP [top10%]
MNJS

Article

Proceedings Paper

Review

Overall

124
0.61
69
0.71
0.36
0.06
1,598
12.9
0.85
0.05
0.92

28
0.40
14
0.71
0.21
0.32
31
1.1
0.79
0.14
0.79

3
0.75
1
1.00
0.67
0.00
95
31.7
4.16
1.00
3.58

155
0.57
85
0.72
0.34
0.10
1,724
11.1
0.89
0.08
0.93

All results have been based on the 155 publications in which OBS researchers
were involved in 2013–2017. Almost 20% (28) of them were proceedings papers.
The estimated WoS (internal) coverage is 0.57, while for proceedings it is 0.40. This
means that we feel confident measuring the impact based on citations using WoS
but the results for proceedings need to be treated with care, not only because of
the estimated coverage but also due to the small amount. Over 70% of the output is
co-authored with other institutions and 34% in collaboration with foreign partners.
One out of ten is co-authored with industry. This happens most in conference
proceedings. The scientific impact of OBS is just below world average, just like the
impact of its journals.
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Table 21: OBS Performance trend
Indicator
P [full]
P [fract]
PP [collab]
PP [intl collab]
PP [industry]
MNCS
PP [top10%]
MNJS

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

26
15
0.65
0.38
0.08
0.95
0.03
0.80

36
17
0.83
0.42
0.19
1.20
0.16
1.09

35
23
0.57
0.20
0.03
0.92
0.09
0.89

33
18
0.76
0.39
0.03
0.70
0.08
0.89

25
12
0.76
0.32
0.20
0.60
0.02
1.01

Figure 26: OBS Trend Output and impact

With the low number of publications overall to measure performance, we should
not extensively interpret the trend by looking at the numbers and scores per year.
They serve mainly as background information.

Profiles
In addition to the general statistics, we created detailed profiles by distributing the
output and impact across collaboration types and subject categories.
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Figure 27: OBS Collaboration profile (output and impact)
The collaboration profile depicts an even distribution output across types, while the
citation-based impact is primarily found in internationally co-authored publications.
These are also published in higher impact journals.

Figure 28: OBS Research profile (output and impact)
In the research profile we discern the obvious subject categories on top: Business
and Management and in the second tier Business, Finance and Economics. The
fifth category, Electrical & Electronic Engineering seems a stranger in their midst,
but relates to the mission of ’understanding humans in change and digitisation and
smart society’.
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Web of Science Categories

A Web of Science Categories
• Acoustics
• Agricultural
Economics & Policy
• Agricultural
Engineering
• Agriculture, Dairy
& Animal Science
• Agriculture,
Multidisciplinary
• Agronomy
• Allergy
• Anatomy &
Morphology

• Behavioral
Sciences
• Biochemical
Research Methods
• Biochemistry &
Molecular Biology
• Biodiversity
Conservation
• Biology
• Biophysics
• Biotechnology &
Applied
Microbiology
• Business

• Andrology

• Business, Finance

• Anesthesiology

• Cardiac &
Cardiovascular
Systems

• Anthropology
• Archaeology
• Architecture
• Area Studies

• Cell & Tissue
Engineering
• Cell Biology

• Chemistry, Organic
• Chemistry, Physical
• Classics
• Clinical Neurology
• Communication
• Computer Science,
Artificial
Intelligence
• Computer Science,
Cybernetics
• Computer Science,
Hardware &
Architecture
• Computer Science,
Information
Systems
• Computer Science,
Interdisciplinary
Applications
• Computer Science,
Software
Engineering

• Art

• Chemistry,
Analytical

• Asian Studies

• Chemistry, Applied

• Computer Science,
Theory & Methods

• Astronomy &
Astrophysics

• Chemistry,
Inorganic &
Nuclear

• Construction &
Building
Technology

• Chemistry,
Medicinal

• Criminology &
Penology

• Chemistry,
Multidisciplinary

• Critical Care
Medicine

• Audiology &
Speech-Language
Pathology
• Automation &
Control Systems
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• Crystallography
• Cultural Studies

• Engineering,
Chemical
• Engineering, Civil

• Dance
• Demography
• Dentistry, Oral
Surgery &
Medicine
• Dermatology
• Development
Studies
• Developmental
Biology
• Ecology
• Economics
• Education &
Educational
Research
• Education,
Scientific
Disciplines

• Engineering,
Environmental
• Engineering,
Geological
• Engineering,
Industrial
• Engineering,
Manufacturing
• Engineering,
Marine
• Engineering,
Mechanical

• Engineering, Ocean

• Education, Special
• Electrochemistry

• Entomology

• Emergency
Medicine

• Environmental
Sciences

• Endocrinology &
Metabolism

• Environmental
Studies

• Energy & Fuels

• Ergonomics

• Engineering,
Biomedical

• Film, Radio,
Television
• Fisheries
• Folklore
• Food Science &
Technology
• Forestry
• Gastroenterology &
Hepatology
• Genetics &
Heredity
• Geochemistry &
Geophysics
• Geography
• Geography,
Physical
• Geology

• Engineering,
Multidisciplinary

• Engineering,
Petroleum

• Engineering,
Aerospace
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• Engineering,
Electrical &
Electronic

• Family Studies

• Ethics
• Ethnic Studies
• Evolutionary
Biology

• Geosciences,
Multidisciplinary
• Geriatrics &
Gerontology
• Gerontology
• Green &
Sustainable
Science &
Technology
• Health Care
Sciences &
Services
• Health Policy &
Services
• Hematology
• History
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• History &
Philosophy Of
Science
• History Of Social
Sciences
• Horticulture
• Hospitality,
Leisure, Sport &
Tourism
• Humanities,
Multidisciplinary
• Imaging Science &
Photographic
Technology
• Immunology
• Industrial Relations
& Labor
• Infectious Diseases
• Information Science
& Library Science
• Instruments &
Instrumentation
• Integrative &
Complementary
Medicine
• International
Relations
• Language &
Linguistics
• Law
• Limnology
• Linguistics
• Literary Reviews
www.cwtsbv.nl

• Literary Theory &
Criticism

• Materials Science,
Paper & Wood

• Literature

• Materials Science,
Textiles

• Literature, African,
Australian,
Canadian

• Mathematical &
Computational
Biology

• Literature,
American

• Mathematics

• Literature, British
Isles

• Mathematics,
Applied

• Literature, German,
Dutch,
Scandinavian

• Mathematics,
Interdisciplinary
Applications

• Literature, Romance

• Mechanics

• Literature, Slavic
• Logic

• Medical Ethics
• Medical Informatics

• Management

• Medical Laboratory
Technology

• Marine &
Freshwater Biology

• Medicine, General
& Internal

• Materials Science,
Biomaterials

• Medicine, Legal

• Materials Science,
Ceramics
• Materials Science,
Characterization &
Testing
• Materials Science,
Coatings & Films
• Materials Science,
Composites
• Materials Science,
Multidisciplinary

• Medicine, Research
& Experimental
• Medieval &
Renaissance
Studies
• Metallurgy &
Metallurgical
Engineering
• Meteorology &
Atmospheric
Sciences
• Microbiology
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• Microscopy

• Paleontology

• Mineralogy

• Parasitology

• Mining & Mineral
Processing

• Pathology

• Multidisciplinary
Sciences
• Music
• Mycology
• Nanoscience &
Nanotechnology
• Neuroimaging
• Neurosciences
• Nuclear Science &
Technology

• Peripheral Vascular
Disease
• Pharmacology &
Pharmacy
• Philosophy
• Physics, Applied
• Physics, Atomic,
Molecular &
Chemical

• Psychiatry
• Psychology
• Psychology,
Applied
• Psychology,
Biological
• Psychology,
Clinical
• Psychology,
Developmental
• Psychology,
Educational

• Physics, Condensed
Matter

• Psychology,
Experimental

• Physics, Fluids &
Plasmas

• Psychology,
Mathematical

• Physics,
Mathematical

• Psychology,
Multidisciplinary

• Oceanography

• Physics,
Multidisciplinary

• Psychology,
Psychoanalysis

• Oncology

• Physics, Nuclear

• Psychology, Social

• Operations
Research &
Management
Science

• Physics, Particles
& Fields

• Public
Administration

• Physiology

• Ophthalmology

• Planning &
Development

• Public,
Environmental &
Occupational
Health

• Nursing
• Nutrition &
Dietetics
• Obstetrics &
Gynecology

• Optics
• Ornithology
• Orthopedics

• Plant Sciences
• Poetry
• Political Science

•
Otorhinolaryngology
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• Pediatrics

• Primary Health
Care

• Polymer Science

• Quantum Science &
Technology
• Radiology, Nuclear
Medicine &
Medical Imaging
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• Regional & Urban
Planning
• Rehabilitation

• Social Sciences,
Mathematical
Methods

• Toxicology

• Social Work

• Transportation

• Sociology

• Religion

• Transplantation

• Soil Science

• Transportation
Science &
Technology

• Reproductive
Biology

• Spectroscopy

• Tropical Medicine

• Respiratory System

• Sport Sciences

• Urban Studies

• Rheumatology

• Statistics &
Probability

• Urology &
Nephrology

• Substance Abuse

• Veterinary Sciences

• Surgery

• Virology

• Telecommunications

• Water Resources

• Theater

• Women’s Studies

• Thermodynamics

• Zoology

• Remote Sensing

• Robotics
• Social Issues
• Social Sciences,
Biomedical
• Social Sciences,
Interdisciplinary
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B Publication level classification
The CWTS citation database is a bibliometric version of Web of Science (WoS).
One of the special features of this database is the publication-based classification.
This classification is an alternative to the WoS journal classification, the WoS
subject categories. The reason to have this publication-based classification is the
problems we encounter using the journal classification for particular purposes. We
discern the following as the most prominent ones.

B.1 Journal scope (including multi-disciplinary journals)
A journal classification introduces sets of journals to represents a class, in this
case a subject category. This implies that journals have a similar scope. They do
not need to be comparable with regard to volume (number of articles per year) but
they should represent a similar specialisation. This is not the case, of course.
Journals represent a very broad spectrum. There are very specialist journals (e.g.,
Scientometrics) and very general ones (e.g., Nature or Science but also British
Medical Journal). The classification scheme can therefore not be very specialised.
In WoS a subject category Multi-disciplinary hosts the very general ones so that
a bibliometric analysis of, for instance, the Social Sciences or Nanotechnology,
using this classification, will not take papers in Nature into consideration.

B.2 Granularity of the WoS subject categories
The WoS journal classification scheme contains 255 elements. As such it is a
stable system. In many cases however, it appears that these 255 subject categories
are insufficient to be used for proper field analyses. The problem, however, is that
the granularity of the system looks somewhat arbitrary. ‘Biochemistry &
Molecular biology’ on the one hand and ‘Ornithology’ on the other, for instance,
represent rather different aggregates of research. This is illustrated by the
number of journals in each of them. Where the category ‘Biochemistry &
Molecular biology’ contains almost 500 journals, ‘Ornithology’ has only 27. We
acknowledge that there is no perfect granularity but we argue that in the WoS
subject categories the differences are really too big. A classification based on
more objective grounds does not solve this problem but at least is transparent.

B.3 Multiple assignment of journals to categories
In journal classifications from multi-disciplinary databases, journals are assigned
to more than one category. Journals often have broader scopes than the
categories allow. Also here there are large differences between categories. In the
example we used before, ‘Biochemistry & Molecular biology,’ journals are on
average assigned to almost 2 categories. This means that (on average) each
journal in this category is also assigned to one other category. For the more
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specialist category of ‘Ornithology’ the average is 1. This means that in this
category all journals are assigned to this one only. If publications in journals with
a multiple assignment would always cover the categories at stake, this should not
necessarily be a problem. However, mostly it means that such journals contains
structurally publications form the different categories. Therefore, publications may
be assigned to two categories although they belong to just one of them.

B.4 The CWTS publication-based classification scheme
An advanced alternative for the Web of Science journal classification has been
developed at CWTS. It counters three major issues:
1. Journal scope (including multi-disciplinary journals)
2. Granularity of the WoS subject categories
3. Multiple assignment of journals to categories
The CWTS publication based classification is developed as described in Waltman
and van Eck (2012). Since the first version there have been yearly updates of the
system. The main characteristics of the classification are as follows.
Publication to publication citation clustering
Clusters of publications are created on the basis of citations from one publication
to another. More than 21 Million publications are processed. The clusters contain
publications from multiple years (2000–2019). Each publication is assigned to one
cluster only at each level. A cluster is considered, and in many cases validated as,
representative for disciplines, research areas, fields or sub-fields. For each cluster,
we can calculate growth indices pointing at changing research focus over time.
Multi-level clustering
The classification scheme has at present three different levels. The clusters are
hierarchically organised. Currently we discern the following levels.
1. A top level of 25 clusters (fields)
2. A second level of around 800 clusters (sub-fields)
3. A third level of more than 4,000 clusters (research areas or micro-fields)
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